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Tools and Materials Needed 

1. Caulk 
2. Caulking gun 
3. Utility knife to cut tip of caulking tube 
4. Painters pail filled ¼ with water, painters rag 
5. Plastic caulk smoothing tool (optional) 

Most Common Mistakes 

1. Applying too much caulk 
2. Caulk not smoothed to blend with wood 
3. Caulking an area which doesn’t require caulk 

Roles 

Just two....you and the caulk.  

Caulking Tips  

1. Cut the nozzle of the caulking tube using a utility knife.  The hole should be cut on a 45 degree angle 
and should be a bit smaller than the gap you are trying to fill. 1/8th  of an inch is typically correct for 
exterior.   

2. You will need to break the seal on the caulking tube by pushing a nail down the nozzle or some caulking 
guns will have a small metal rod attached for piercing.  

3. When applying caulk, it is ideal to push the caulk, as opposed to pulling.  Pushing the caulk does a better 
job of forcing the caulk into the crack, but is sometimes a harder technique to master.   

4. When you reach the end of a seam, release the pressure on the caulking gun to prevent caulk from 
continuing to ooze out of the gun.   

5. As you finish each section of caulking, dampen your finger in water and smooth out the caulk, pressing 
it into the crack you are trying to seal.  Optionally, you can use a caulk smoothing tool 

6. Use a damp rag to remove any excess caulking which has gotten on the trim.  A good caulk job should 
be almost invisible. 

7. If you are new to caulking, find an inconspicuous place to start. With a little practice, you’ll soon be 
caulking like a pro. 

8. Caulk is important for the appearance of the home. But, it is also important to keep rain and snow from 
getting behind the siding and trim and, over years, rotting it. Caulk shrinks a little over the years of hot 
and cold. So, you walk a fine line. Too much caulk is ugly. Too little does not protect the home’s 
exterior. 

Construction 
   

1. Caulk all the seams on the porch ceiling. This is perhaps the biggest and the most cosmetically 
important job. The caulk between the ceiling sheets must blend in with the sheets. Wipe you finger over 
the caulk in the same direction as the wood grain of the ceiling sheets.  

2. Caulk where the sheets meet the wall and the post trim. Talk to the supervisor if these gaps are too 
large. These gaps may have to be covered with wood trim. 

3. Caulk all the seams in the porch beam trim. 
4. Caulk all soffit. This includes the porch soffit and the soffit at the main roof level. Both sides (next to 

house and next to fascia). Caulk all end to end joints between 2 pieces of soffit. 
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5. Caulk where the 4 pieces of window trim meet. Do not caulk the weep holes at the bottom of the 
windows. Do not caulk at the edge of these trim boards meet the profile of the siding. These gaps 
where the siding profile goes in and out remain open. 

6. Caulk where the 4 pieces of exterior door trim come together. 
7. Caulk the corner boards where they come together. This includes any inside corners around any bump 

outs or jogs in walls. 
8. Caulk any holes in the siding where nails where pulled or over-driven and any other blemishes in the 

siding.  
9. Put a generous amount of caulk at the top of any belly-boards, head boards and top pieces of window 

trim. that are not otherwise protected by Z-flashing. This is the one place where we use a generous 
amount of caulk and protection is more important than appearance. Winter ice tends to sit on this top 
edge of belly and head board. As this ice melts it rots the top edge of the board. So, protection with a 
generous amount of caulk is important for the longevity of the house trim. 

10. Caulk on your hands and any tools cleans up with water and a little bit of rubbing. 
 

Safety 
 

5 Fall From 
Height 

Scaffold collapses or worker 
falls off scaffold while doing 
siding, caulking, painting 

Inspect scaffold at start of day. Insure guardrail 
and all X braces are up, all legs are properly 
adjusted. If, after these checks, scaffold is still 
wobbly, find a way to tie the top off to some 
secure structure. If possible, use extension ladder 
to climb into scaffold - much easier to enter 
scaffold from extension ladder than climbing 
onto scaffold deck from scaffold's integral ladder. 
Caution workers to avoid distractions so they 
don't take step off edge. Caution workers to 
minimize movement around on the scaffold. 

 

6 Fall From 
Height 

Fall off scaffold while 
assembling  or disassembling 
scaffold 

Primary risk is when person climbs onto deck of 
1st or 2nd course in order to raise the frames for 
the next course.  A tie-off point is to be left at the 
top of the 2nd floor walls and left there for the 
life of the project (cut it off at end of project). 1st 
person raising the additional levels of scaffold 
standards, X braces and planks ties off to that 
point. 
 
 
A "regular" always be one of the two on the 
planks while raising or lowering scaffold. This 
regular needs to be clearly in charge and act as 
our "comptent person" 
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7 Fall From 
Height 

Fall from ladder set on porch 
or garage roof to do siding, 
soffit, painting, etc on area 
above porch or garage 

Set a safety railing around the porch and the 
portion of the garage where siding, painting, etc 
work will be done. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 


